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I noticed an attack on this letter (below) in the comments at third party media basically
smearing Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors Without Borders) by association with Bernard
Kouchner, a man that departed the organization over 35 years ago over philosophical
diﬀerences. I had supported Doctors Without Borders because they had been apolitical, and
largely neutral in conﬂicts. This neutrality had begun a process of erosion in Syria. Unlike
the attack on the MSF hospital in Kunduz, Afghanistan, where there was no question of
which belligerent controlled the air power responsible (NATO’s USA), and where the
organization called for an independent, third party investigation, those actors responsible
for the attacks concerning the MSF aligned clinics in Syria are not as convincing and clear,
arguably creating even more pressing demand for impartial, third party investigation.
Following these most recent attacks on clinics aligned with Médecins Sans Frontières
(Doctors Without Borders) in Syria, Mego Terzian, President of MSF France, immediately
blamed Russia and Assad. MSF International President has gone on record also blaming
Russian aligned forces, stating “It was probably carried out by the Syrian-government-led
coalition that is predominantly active in the region.” This statement of Dr Liu is
disingenuous. Turkey is a major player in its support for jihadi militia in that very area and
has a vested interest in information operations intended to undermine the coalition
supporting the Assad regime. This is the purpose of false ﬂag attacks. Recent history
demands if the ﬁnger of superﬁcial appearance had pointed to the NATO aligned nations,
there would be calls for impartial investigation rather than immediate trial and conviction by
propaganda operations perpetrated in western media.
Relevant to this preceding, it is a fairly safe presumption all high proﬁle international nongovernmental organizations will be targets of intelligence agencies for diverse purpose.
However there is a large qualitative diﬀerence between that organization and the
organization which, on the whole, has been tipped by intelligence to a point of co-option;
where the organization itself has become the intelligence asset. Médecins Sans Frontières
would appear to pointed towards co-option. Here is my response:
Dear MSF,
A monthly donor of many years, I feel an explanation is in order for my cancellation and
further refusal to participate as a MSF “Field Partner.” I am a former military special
operations intelligence professional and anti-corruption investigator of many years. Based
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on my expertise in open source intelligence analysis and closely following several of the
ongoing conﬂicts, including Ukraine and SYRIA, it has become clear MSF is becoming a tool
for geopolitical ends. Either you’ve been penetrated by intelligence agencies for this
purpose of promoting false ﬂag information operations or your organization is being
manipulated to same eﬀect. I cannot, with clear conscious, be a party to this with further
contributions.
The several NATO intelligence agencies are in full force pursuing anti-Russian propaganda
operations, which likely include the recent attacks on MSF aligned Syrian clinics; purposeful
and professional operations intended to smear Russia and President Putin for purposes of
generating political capital for pursuit of geopolitical manipulations. Your organization
immediately pointing the ﬁnger at Assad and/or the Russians, without time taken to properly
investigate, is unethical.
NATO aligned intelligence agency false ﬂag examples provided:
NATO’s Turkey suppressing investigation into their intelligence agency, MIT, providing sarin
gas to al Nusra (al Qaida) that killed 1,400 Syrians at Ghouta, blamed on the Assad regime,
in August, 2013. Turkish parliamentarians complain of the suppressed facts:
Noteworthy state sponsored crimes committed to demonize Putin include but are not limited
to:
– The Litvinenko report by the British
– The Maidan snipers in Kiev trained by the CIA according to Member of European
Parliament, backed by a leaked phone call between the EU foreign policy chief and the
Estonian Foreign minister revealing the snipers were aligned with the new regime in
Kiev. This crime had been blamed on the Russian aligned preceding government.
and…
The crimes in Syria against MSF aligned facilities serve the same propaganda purposes and
the Erdogan government cannot be ruled out as committing them, whereas it is NOT in the
Russian interest to perpetrate these attacks. Here is a list of Turkish support for bad actors
in Syria compiled by Jihad Watch:
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http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/11/report-turkey-collaborating-with-the-islamic-state

It is sad to see MSF go the route of some other organizations and become a pawn of dirty
players in geopolitics. I suggest your organization pursue a professional investigation to
determine how, and by who, you’ve become manipulated to both a stooge and minion of
evil.
Regards,
Ron West
http://ronaldthomaswest.com
“The history of the great events of this world are scarcely more than a history of crime” Voltaire
*
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